Like any good volume of small-run, small-press poetry, rushed into the hands of a thirsty public like
the fatally faulty commodity it is, Plato's Closet contains a respectable number of errors, for which
your dear author takes full credit and accepts all commendations to that end. In the interest of
transparency, the errors are brought to rights below.
Page 11, line 15: “or if its derivation is erased,” should be cut
Page 12, line 30: line should be followed by a stanza break
Page 23, line 12: first word should be “loss”
Page 27, line 12: first word should be “tricked”
Page 73, lines 12, 13: verbs “rose” and “dressed” should be in present tense
Page 74, line 10: ditto
Page 79, paragraph 1, sentence 2: sentence should begin “If no necessary relationship....”
Page 81, line 7: the indefinite article should be removed
Page 87, paragraph 2, sentence 2: the first “but” should be “put”
Page 100, line 9: the opening quotation mark at the beginning of the line should be deleted
Page 103, paragraph 3, sentence 2: the definite articled between “marshals the passions to” and
“generate in a person” should be struck
Page 103, paragraph 3, sentence 5: the definition of justice quoted is given by Thrasymachus, not to
him
Page 108, paragraph 4, sentence 3: “precisely” at the end of the sentence should be rendered “precise”
Page 109, paragraph 2, sentence 2: should read, “If Athens is the mind, then Piraeus....”
Page 118, paragraph 2, sentence 1: the middle of the sentence should read, “within the domain of
masculinity”
Page 119, paragraph 2, sentence 4: the word “geek” should be in the plural
Page 134, paragraph 1, sentence 2: The sentence reads as though considering the veteran as something
abject is to have contempt for him or her, when in fact, what is intended is that “contempt for the vet”
refer to the compulsion to revere the vet, to “see the vet as anything but the residual smear of [state]
violence.”
Page 142, paragraph 1, sentence 2: “The poems is dedicated....” should obviously read, “The poem is
dedicated....”

